
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

In addition, part of the shallow gully to the south of Excavation Site I was examined by digging test pits and 

conducting trial excavations. The cultural horizon in this section was even more disturbed because of 

continuous use as cultivated area. 

 

Visual observation in the shallow gully south-east of Excavation Site I showed that the cultural horizon was 

more extended and this shallow gully was within the confines of the settlement. This view was reinforced 

by discovery of eighth-to-tenth century ceramics in the topsoil heaped on the eastern side of the pipeline 

easement. In order to ensure the existence and determine the nature of the cultural horizon at this spot a 

test pit of 4 by 2m was opened up 40m from the Excavation Site I which was then divided into two 

quadrats of 2 by 2m. The digging revealed that the cultural horizon here was 70-80cm thick and very poor 

in terms of features and artefacts. 

 

Test Pit II of 4 by 2m was placed along the pipe centreline 30m south-east of Test Pit I. Like Test Pit I it 

was then divided into two 2x2m quadrats. The digging revealed traces of mudflow and the difference in the 

structure of the cultural horizon, therefore it was decided to extend the excavated site. Test Pit II was 

widened by 6 meters to the north-west and by 4 meters to the south-east and was designated as 

Excavation Site II with an area of 48 m2. Then it was divided into three 4x4m quadrats. Test Pit II was 

numbered as Quadrat 1, the two other quadrats accordingly Quadrat 1a and Quadrat 2. Excavation of 

Quadrats 1 and 1a made it possible to fully specify the thickness, boundaries and direction of the mudflow 

layer.  

 

In order to obtain more data about the nature of the cultural horizon Test Pit III consisting of two 2x2m 

quadrats was dug 10m away from Excavation Site II. This test pit revealed that the cultural horizon in this 

part of the site was 75-85cm thick and very poor. The test pit also provided additional evidence of the 

presence of a mudflow layer. 

 

On 10-11 September 2004 a trial excavation was carried out by Bakhtiyar Jalilov on a 4x4m plot of land to 

the east of Excavation Site II because the previous topsoil stripping had exposed remains of a storage jar 

here. The digging revealed the presence of a cultural horizon, up to 40cm thick, containing an activity area 

complex (Photo 4). 

 

Field investigations in connection with the South Caspian Pipeline construction were carried out in 

Excavation Sites III and IV from March 13 till May 4, 2005. Excavation Site III was opened up in the 

depression in the south-eastern part of the site. Initially a 4m wide trench was dug along a 28m long strip 

with the overall excavation area of 112m2. Afterwards the excavation site was extended by one more 

quadrat to the east and by 56m to the west, leaving untouched for safety reasons a 16m long gap from the 

westernmost quadrat. The total area of Excavation Site III divided into twenty two 4x4m quadrats 

amounted to 352m2. The quadrats were numbered with Arabic numerals. The quadrat next to Quadrat 13 

was numbered 13a and the quadrat added to the east of Quadrat 1 was numbered 1a. The quadrats were 

not excavated simultaneously. First Quadrats 1-4, then 5-7 and 1a, then 8-10, then 11-16 and finally 

Quadrats 17-20 were excavated. For this reason the exposed features such as structural remains or 

remnants of activity areas were not numbered and identified by the sequence of spits but in accordance 

with excavations within quadrats. 

 



 

  

The cultural horizon at different spots of the excavation site varied from 60cm to 110cm in thickness and 

was not very productive. The cultural horizon yielded storage pits, tendirs, kiln and hearth remains. To 

learn more about the nature of the cultural horizon a test pit of 4 by 4m was dug 4m to the north-west of 

Quadrat 20, at the point where the hollow part of the excavation site connects to its elevated part. It 

became clear that the cultural horizon was poor only in two spits. One more quadrat was dug 4m north-

west of Quadrat 7 on the space left between Quadrats 7 and 8. This new quadrat revealed a 90cm thick 

cultural horizon containing a storage pit. A total of 384m2 of land were excavated in the hollow part of the 

site (Figures 5 and 5a). 

 

Excavation Site IV of 4 by 44m was located parallel to Excavation Site I in the elevated portion of the 

settlement. Prior to digging sets of flat cobblestones were seen in some places of the site. These were 

gravestones of recent Muslim burials. In line with the location’s microrelief the highest point was in 

Quadrats 7 and 8 while the lowest point was the southern edge of Quadrat 1. The juncture of Quadrat 7 

with Quadrat 8 was established as a datum mark. While the difference between the datum mark and the 

southernmost point of Quadrat 4 was 6-10cm, it made up 20cm at the southernmost point of Quadrat 3, 

60cm at the southernmost point of Quadrat 2 and 95cm at the southernmost point of Quadrat 1. The 

difference between the datum mark and the surface of Quadrats 9, 10 and 11 was not great. For instance, 

the difference between the datum mark and the southernmost point of Quadrat 9 was 10cm. The cultural 

horizon in Quadrats 3-10 was disturbed and damaged by recent Muslim graves. The density of Muslim 

burials was higher in Quadrats 4-8. Similar to Excavation Site I child burials were not very deep. They were 

found at a depth of 50-70cm, while adult graves were recorded at a depth of 95-130cm.  

 
• Description of Cultural Horizons 

The excavation of the cultural horizon at Girag Kasaman Settlement was conducted in 18-22cm thick spits. 

The excavations showed that Girag Kasaman Settlement was a one-layer rural type settlement dating 

back to the 8th-19th centuries. The thickness and productivity of the cultural horizon was not the same in all 

the parts of the settlement. It was thicker and more productive in its central part and less thicker and less 

productive at its periphery. While the cultural horizon on top of the hill, i.e. the central part of the settlement 

was 1-1.1m thick, its thickness ranged from 20 to 40cm at the edges of the hill. The study of Excavations 

Sites I and IV revealed the density of features in the central part of the settlement and also the traces of 

frequent fires that occurred there. In Quadrats 1a and 1b of Excavation Site I and in Quadrats 1 and 2 of 

Excavation Site IV the cultural horizon was altogether scarce. 

 

The first spits of the cultural horizon was characterized by fine, soft and easily dug soil layer very poor in 

features and artefacts. Beginning from the third spit the soil changed its colour to grey and brown and 

became softer, ashy, chalky and sometimes clayey and the number of different artefacts it contained 

increased. 

 

Variance in the intensity of the cultural horizon and alternation of productive and less productive layers 

even in the central part of the settlement suggest that the settlement had a free lay-out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

  

Test Pit I was opened up 40m to the south-east of Excavation Site I. The first spit in this pit was 
characterized by hard grey soil that contained small pottery sherds, individual small stones and waitabit 
roots. The cultural horizon in the second spit was also scarce and the soil was hard and grey. In addition to 
a few pottery sherds an obsidian flake was found (inv. 174). In the fourth spit no artefacts were found 
except for an obsidian flake, the soil was hard and yellow and looked natural. As the cultural horizon could 
not be detected any further it was decided to cancel excavations at Test Pit I. 
 
Test Pit II was opened up on the BTC centreline 30m south-west of Test Pit I. The cultural horizon 
manifested itself in the very first spit. The medium hardness soil was removed in this spit. It contained an 
ash layer, charcoal pieces, animal bones, sea shells and pottery sherds. The second fully removed the 
burnt charcoal layer. It was established that this layer was over 20cm thick and covered a 100-125cm long 
by 50cm wide area. A burnt clay layer was detected in this spit in the eastern wall of Quadrat A. Quadrat B 
produced cattle bones and skull; pottery fragments found in this spit were small and insignificant. The 
medium hardness or soft soil in the third and fourth spits was rich in ash, charcoal, burnt clay and pottery 
sherds. Hearth remains were exposed and cleared in the third spit in this Test Pit wall. A shoulder 
fragment of a jug found in this spit is worthy of particular attention. A belt is applied to its surface by 
incising two parallel lines. It has also a bulged “twisted rope” decoration resembling a “Seljuk Chain” (inv. 
190). 
 
The fifth spit turned out to be richer, but the larger portion of pottery pieces were very small and of little 
scientific value. Two of them are fairly distinctive. One of them is a fragment of a wide-necked bardag that 
had an upright rim decorated with notches (Plate 5. inv. 192). The second fragment is part of a flat-based 
salt-cellar painted in khaki glaze in the inside (inv. 191). 
 
The sixth spit was characterized by a soft, dark colour soil layer that contained a few charcoal pieces. A 
storage pit was found and cleared at the west corner of the Pit. This pit, roughly elliptical on the site plan 
was 135cm long by 80cm wide at the widest perimeter and 46cm deep. A handle with an applied moulded 
lug on its upper end coming from a large bardag (Plate 6.4, inv. 193), a fragment of a disk-shaped ceramic 
lid with a fluted edge (Plate 15. inv. 194), a chip of a saltcellar with internal green glaze coating (inv. 195), 
a fragment of a small grindstone with a suspension hole in its upper part (Plate 19.7, inv. 196) and a metal 
object that lost its shape because of corrosion (inv. 197) were found in this storage pit. The seventh spit 
was noteworthy for a sand-rich soil layer containing large quantities of ceramic sherds with washed away 
edges. Four fragments of a low, wide-necked jug were found. The jug had an everted rim decorated with 
small hollows, a notched pattern on the shoulder, triangular dimples and a pair of vaulted lines incised on 
the body. 
 
A gravel, river sand and clay stratum was noted in the seventh through tenth spits in Quadrats 1 and 1a. 
This layer stretching as a strip in the east-west direction (Figure 4; Photo 3) indicated a flood or mudflow 
that once occurred here. Separated by a clay layer two layers of sand and gravel deposits were identified. 
The boundaries of the first and second layers were not entirely coincident. 
 
It was ascertained that the second layer was narrower but thicker than the first one. The number of finds 
from these flood layers was significant and included pottery sherds, bracelet chips, fragments of grain 
grinders, obsidian flakes, animal bones and small oblong clay tubes. It could be assumed that the clay 
tubes were formed naturally in the layer. Traces of washing out effect of water could be observed on the 
majority of pottery sherds. The pottery was represented by fragments of jugs (inv. 243, 239, 240, 256, 260, 
272, 292 and 297), bardags (inv. 243, 248, 261 and 293), dopus (inv. 239, 247, 249 and 257), piyalas (inv. 
252), guvejis (inv. 273), clay lids (inv. 246, 253 and 295) and glazed vessels (inv. 244 and 298). Among 
the finds pieces of a glass bracelet (inv. 250, 251 and 255) and a fragment of thin-walled piyala (inv. 264) 
are particularly worthy of attention. 
 
Test Pit III was opened up in an 8m2 area 10m away from Excavation Site II. The test pit was divided into 
two quadrats A and B of 2 by 2m. A poor cultural horizon in Quadrat A was recorded to a depth of 75-
85cm. The cultural horizon on the southern side of Quadrat B continued down to a depth of 1.5m. On the 
whole the cultural horizon turned out to be very poor. The first spit removed a layer already disturbed by 
agricultural activity. In the second and third spits the cultural horizon was characterized by an average 
hardness brown soil containing small pottery sherds. The fourth spit was notable for dark soil layer with a 
small content of yellow clay. The cultural horizon was extremely poor. The seventh spit revealed a river 
sand and gravel layer in the central and southern section of Quadrat B. This layer was 12-28cm thick and 
went down to a depth of 146-150cm in the south part of the quadrat. Underlying this gravel layer was the 
natural, archaeologically sterile land. 
  
On 10-11 September 2004 a trial excavation was carried out by Bakhtiyar Jalilov from IoAE on a 4x4m plot 
to the east of Excavation Site II. The reason was so that the previous topsoil stripping had exposed 



 

  

remains of a storage jar there. A 40cm thick cultural horizon was investigated resulting in the discovery of 
a storage pit, hearth remains, quern stone and grain grinder fragments and three storage jars (Photo 4). 
The storage pit, 1m deep, contained soft soil, charcoal and pottery pieces. Its mouth diameter measured 
90cm and the floor diameter was 100cm. An ash-rich patch of ground that was cleared near the pit was 
70cm long, 50cm wide and 7cm thick. A quern stone fragment found on the pit surface initially used to be 
40cm in diameter and 5cm thick. The diameter of the central hole for poring grain was 5cm. A fragment of 
a large grain grinder and a fraction of a fired brick were found south of the ash layer. The storage jars were 
buried in the ground up to their shoulders. Two of them were of the same size, one was relatively small. 
The mouth of one of the jars was covered with a thin flat stone (Photo 14). The cultural horizon produced 
significant quantities of cattle and small bovid bones. 
 
The upper disturbed layer of the cultural horizon in the depressed part of the settlement site was stripped 
away unevenly during site preparation for the P pipeline construction. For this reason the undisturbed layer 
of the cultural horizon at Excavation Site III begins at different depths. Structural remains, debris of activity 
areas, domestic and storage pits, hearths and tendirs were exposed and cleared at different depths in the 
cultural horizon (Figure 5). As stated above work at Excavation Site III was not conducted in all the 
quadrats simultaneously which made it impossible to record exposed features consecutively in accordance 
with the depths in the cultural horizon. This is clearly seen in the manner of numbering tendirs and storage 
pits, as well as recording artefacts in the field logbook.  
 
The first spit in the majority of quadrats reflects the disturbed upper layer of the cultural horizon. This layer 
was characterized by soft, medium density soil containing pottery sherds and small quantities of animal 
bones. A concentration of animal bones was visible in the north part of Quadrat 11 (Photos 17, 18). A 
storage pit was excavated in Quadrat 13, a post hole was cleared up at the baulk of Quadrats 19 and 20. 
The hearth remains were recorded at a depth of 10cm in the north-eastern part of the quadrat. The feature 
occupied an area of 80 by 90cm and was 20cm thick. Significant quantities of pottery sherds around the 
hearth remains were also worthy of attention. 
 
The second spit was characterized by a soft, medium density light brown soil that contained pottery 
sherds, animal bones, ash and charcoal. This spit revealed a tendir of an original design in Quadrat 3, 
storage pits in Quadrats 5 and 6, remnants of a clay mortar wall in Quadrats 6 and 7, ash- and charcoal-
rich layer and a ditch in Quadrat 1a and an activity area in Quadrats 13, 14 and 15 (Photo 15). 
 
 
The second spit revealed an ash-rich layer with charcoal flecks at a depth of 25cm against the trench wall 
in Quadrat 19. A portion of this feature remained beyond the boundaries of the excavation site. The ash 
and charcoal layer cleared within the confines of the trench was 175cm long by 97cm wide at the widest 
point and 35cm deep. Removal of the baulk between this quadrat and Quadrat 20 revealed hearth remains 
at a depth of 38-46cm. The remains measured 36cm in diameter and 8cm in thickness. The most 
noteworthy samples were retained for archive disposition (inv. 360-369). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Workshop, tendirs and cooking sites, domestic and storage pits were unearthed and investigated at 
Excavation Site IV (Figures 6 and 6a). The workshop debris were exposed in the second and third spits in 
Quadrats 9 to 11 in the north of the excavation site. The workshop area which is assumed to be located in 
the north-eastern section of the settlement was 8m long by 3.7m wide. Because of the collapse of the 
workshop walls the edges of this feature could be defined only on the basis of the survived floor. The 
discovery of adobe fragments suggested the workshop was constructed of this material. The workshop 
had an earth floor hardened by punching and daubed (clay-luted). 
 
Remains of two kilns and a hearth and the lower part of a buried jar were exposed on the workshop floor 
that contained patches flecked with ash and charcoal. The kilns were noteworthy for their peciliar design. 



 

  

These were shaped like triangles with apexes facing east. The kiln floor was flat gradually rising towards 
the east with no trace of walls recorded in the opposite west side. The larger kiln measured 2m in length, 
the distance between the walls in the west side was 1.4m, while in the east it was 35cm. The height of the 
survived wall was up to 42cm. The kiln had an ash- and charcoal-rich fill. A patch of ashy and charcoal-rich 
ground was also clearly seen to extend for a length of 70cm to the west of the kiln. The second kiln located 
to the south of the first was smaller, 1.5m long west to east. The walls survived to a height of 25-35cm 
were 1.2m apart in the west while the distance between them in the east was only 25cm. The kiln had an 
ashy, charcoal-rich fill extending to the west. 
 
Half of a buried jar was unearthed 4.2m east of the second kiln. The body diameter was 50cm with that of 
the floor being 26cm. 
 
The workshop floor was covered with an ash and chacoal layer. 
 
The second spit in the cultural layer at Excavation Site IV revealed the presence of four storage pits. The 
eastern wall of the pit was damaged by recent Muslim graves. An 18cm thick ash layer flecked with 
charcoal was detected in the south side of of the pit in Quadrat 3. The pit was also full of ashy, fine-grained 
soil.  
 
 
 
 
 
Tendir were revealed in Quadrat 10 in the area adjacent to the trench wall, west of the workshop debris. In 
order to fully expose the tendir Quadrat 10 was extended by 10m lengthwise and 50cm widthway. It turned 
out to be 85-92cm in diameter and badly damaged. The western wall was fully destroyed. The remaining 
wall was up to 6cm thick and varied between 15cm and 25cm in the survived height. The distinguishing 
feature of this tendir was that its floor was not level but had a cavity in the centre. The floor was covered 
with white ash. 
 
A spread of ashy and charcoal-rich soil, 2.8m long by 1.3m wide at the widest point and 25cm thick, was 
visible in the fourth spit in Quadrat 3. The fourth spit in Quadrat 7 revealed the presence of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

VII. Inventory of Artefacts 
 

2004 Excavations 
 

No. KP Type of site Material Find 
Quadrat 
Number 

Comment 

1 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

2 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

3 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

4 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

5 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

6 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

7 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

8 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

9 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2  

10 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2  

11 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2  

12 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

13 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

14 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

15 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

16 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

17 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

18 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

19 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

20 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

21 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

22 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 4  

23 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 4  

24 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 4  

25 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 4  

26 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

27 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

28 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

29 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

30 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

31 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

32 405 settlement ceramic  lid 5  

33 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

34 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

35 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

36 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

37 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

38 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

39 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

40 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

41 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  



 

  

42 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

43 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

44 405 settlement stone grind stone 5  

45 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 6  

46 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 6  

47 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 6  

48 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 6  

49 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 6  

50 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 6  

51 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

52 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

53 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

54 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

55 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

56 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

57 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

58 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

59 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

60 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

61 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

62 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

63 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

64 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

65 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

66 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

67 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

68 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

69 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

70 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

71 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

72 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

73 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

74 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

75 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

76 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

77 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

78 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

79 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

80 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 7  

81 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

82 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

83 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

84 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

85 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

86 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  



 

  

87 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

88 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

89 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

90 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

91 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

92 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

93 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

94 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

95 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

96 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

97 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

98 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

99 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

100 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

101 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

102 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

103 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

104 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

105 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

106 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

107 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

108 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

109 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

110 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

111 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

112 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

113 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 5  

114 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

115 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

116 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

117 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

118 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

119 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

120 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

121 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

122 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

123 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

124 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

125 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

126 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

127 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

128 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

129 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

130 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2  

131 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  



 

  

132 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

133 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

134 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

135 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

136 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

137 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

138 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

139 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8  

140 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

141 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

142 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

143 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 3  

144 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

145 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

146 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

147 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

148 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

149 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

150 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

151 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

152 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

153 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

154 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

155 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

156 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

157 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

158 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

159 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

160 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

161 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 11  

162 405 settlement ceramic  salt-cellar 10  

163 405 settlement ceramic  piyala fragment 8  

164 405 settlement glass bracelet 9  

165 405 settlement ceramic  vessel  12  

166 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12  

167 405 settlement stone tool 12  

168 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 12 Kur-Araz culture 

169 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12 tendir №2 

170 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12  

171 405 settlement ceramic  jug 12  

172 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1 2nd spit 

173 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1 3rd spit 

174 405 settlement metal metal artefact 1 3rd spit 

175 405 settlement obsidian fragments 1 2-4 spits 

176 405 settlement ceramic  sarnij 8 2nd room 



 

  

177 405 settlement metal knife 8 2nd room 

178 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8 2nd room 

179 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8 2nd room 

180 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 8 2nd room 

181 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12  

182 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12 pit 3 

183 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12 pit 3 

184 405 settlement metal knife 12 pit 3 

185 405 settlement glass bracelet 12 pit 3 

186 405 settlement ceramic  piyala fragment 12 pit 3 

187 405 settlement ceramic  guvej fragment 12 pit 3 

188 405 settlement ceramic  guvej fragment 12 pit 3 

189 405 settlement ceramic  dopu fragment 12 pit 3 

190 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 12 3rd spit 

191 405 settlement ceramic  salt-cellar 2 5th spit 

192 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2 5th spit 

193 405 settlement ceramic  handle 2 pit  

194 405 settlement ceramic  lid 10 5th spit 

195 405 settlement ceramic  salt-cellar 10 5th spit 

196 405 settlement stone grind stone 10 pit  

197 405 settlement metal metal artefact 10 pit 

198 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2 6th spit 

199 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 2 6th spit 

200 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 9 taken from the storage 

201 405 settlement ceramic  lid 9 taken from the storage 

202 405 settlement ceramic  lid 9  

203 405 settlement ceramic  lid 9  

204 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 9 taken from the storage 

205 405 settlement ceramic  salt-cellar 9 broken into pieces 

206 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 9  

207 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9  

208 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 9 pit 2 

209 405 settlement metal artefact 9 pit 

210 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 9  

211 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 9  

212 405 settlement stone grind stone 1-2 excavation site II 

213 405 settlement ceramic  piyala fragment 1  

214 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

215 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1 broken into pieces 

216 405 settlement ceramic  godush 9 broken into pieces 

217 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9 broken into pieces 

218 405 settlement ceramic  lid 9  

219 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9  

220 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9 8 fragments 

221 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9 3 big, 8 small fragments 



 

  

222 405 settlement ceramic  sarnij 9 12 fragments 

223 405 settlement ceramic  lid 9  

224 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

225 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

226 405 settlement ceramic  sarnij 9  

227 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9 10 fragments 

228 405 settlement ceramic  jug 9  

229 405 settlement glass bracelet 11  

230 405 settlement ceramic  glazed vessel 1 excavation site II 

231 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 9 pit 2 

232 405 settlement ceramic  jug 13 3 fragments 

233 405 settlement ceramic  jar 9 3 fragments 

234 405 settlement ceramic  jar 2 12 fragments 

235 405 settlement ceramic  sarnij 2 6 fragments 

236 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1 excavation site II 

237 405 settlement ceramic  glazed vessel 1 excavation site II 

238 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1  

239 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1  

240 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1  

241 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

242 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1 excavation site II 

243 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 1  

244 405 settlement ceramic  glazed vessel 1  

245 405 settlement glass vessel fragment 2 excavation site II 

246 405 settlement ceramic  lid 1 excavation site II 

247 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1  

248 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 1  

249 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1 excavation site II 

250 405 settlement glass bracelet 1  

251 405 settlement glass bracelet 1  

252 405 settlement ceramic  piyala fragment 1  

253 405 settlement ceramic  lid 1  

254 405 settlement ceramic  borucug 1 2 pieces 

255 405 settlement glass bracelet 1  

256 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1  

257 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1  

258 405 settlement glass bracelet 1 excavation site II 

259 405 settlement ceramic  lid 2 excavation site II 

260 405 settlement ceramic  jug 2 excavation site II 

261 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 1 excavation site II 

262 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

263 405 settlement stone grind stone 1  

264 405 settlement glass vessel fragment 1  

265 405 settlement glass bracelet 1  

266 405 settlement ceramic  handle 1 excavation site II 



 

  

267 405 settlement ceramic  lid 1  

268 405 settlement ceramic  glazed vessel 2 excavation site II 

269 405 settlement ceramic  bead 2  

270 405 settlement ceramic  sarnij 7 pit 

271 405 settlement glass bracelet 1a excavation site II 

272 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1 excavation site II 

273 405 settlement ceramic  guvej fragment 1 excavation site II 

274 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 1a excavation site II 

275 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1  

276 405 settlement metal artefact 1a  

277 405 settlement stone grain grinder 1  

278 405 settlement ceramic  lid 1a  

279 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9 excavation site II 

280 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 9  

281 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1a excavation site II 

282 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1a  

283 405 settlement glass bracelet 1  

284 405 settlement ceramic  dopu 1a  

285 405 settlement ceramic  lid 1a  

286 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1a  

287 405 settlement ceramic  handle 1a  

288 405 settlement ceramic  jar 1a  

289 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1a  

290 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1a  

291 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 1a  

292 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1a  

293 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 1a  

294 405 settlement ceramic  handle 1a  

295 405 settlement ceramic  lid 1a  

296 405 settlement ceramic  jug 2 excavation site II 

297 405 settlement ceramic  jug 1a excavation site II 

298 405 settlement ceramic  glazed vessel 2  

299 405 settlement ceramic  bardag 10 excavation site II 

300 405 settlement ceramic  salt-cellar 10  

301 405 settlement ceramic  vessel fragment 10  

302 405 settlement ceramic  jar 10  

303 405 settlement ceramic  salt-cellar 10  

 



 

  

2005 Excavations 
 

 

No. KP Type of site Material Find 
Quadrat 
Number 

Comment 

1 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

2 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

3 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

4 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

5 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

6 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

7 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

8 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

9 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

10 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

11 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

12 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

13 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

14 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

15 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

16 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

17 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

18 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

19 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

20 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

21 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

22 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

23 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

24 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

25 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

26 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

27 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

28 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

29 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

30 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

31 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

32 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

33 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

34 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

35 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

36 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

37 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

38 405 settlement stone  grain grinder 1  

39 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

40 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

41 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  



 

  

42 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

43 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

44 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

45 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

46 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

47 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

48 405 settlement ceramic vase 4  

49 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

50 405 settlement stone  grain grinder 3  

51 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

52 405 settlement ceramic lid 3  

53 405 settlement ceramic lid 3  

54 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

55 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

56 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

57 405 settlement obsidian cutting tool 4  

58 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

59 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

60 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

61 405 settlement ceramic handle 4  

62 405 settlement obsidian cutting tool 4  

63 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 4  

64 405 settlement ceramic lid 4  

65 405 settlement ceramic jug 4  

66 405 settlement metal needle 1  

67 405 settlement glass bead 3  

68 405 settlement ceramic artefact 1a  

69 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

70 405 settlement ceramic handle 5  

71 405 settlement ceramic platter 5  

72 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

73 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

74 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

75 405 settlement metal artefact 5  

76 405 settlement stone  grain grinder 5  

77 405 settlement ceramic plate  1  

78 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

79 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1  

80 405 settlement ceramic platter 1a  

81 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

82 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

83 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

84 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

85 405 settlement ceramic handle 1a  

86 405 settlement ceramic jar 1a  



 

  

87 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

88 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

89 405 settlement ceramic lid 3  

90 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

91 405 settlement ceramic handle 3  

92 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 3  

93 405 settlement obsidian cutting tool 3  

94 405 settlement ceramic platter 5  

95 405 settlement ceramic spindle whorl 5  

96 405 settlement ceramic handle 5  

97 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

98 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

99 405 settlement ceramic platter 8  

100 405 settlement ceramic handle 8  

101 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

102 405 settlement ceramic lid 8  

103 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

104 405 settlement ceramic piyala 8  

105 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

106 405 settlement ceramic handle 8  

107 405 settlement metal needle 9  

108 405 settlement metal artefact 9  

109 405 settlement glass bracelet 9  

110 405 settlement glass bracelet 9  

111 405 settlement glass bracelet 9  

112 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

113 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

114 405 settlement obsidian cutting tool 5  

115 405 settlement glass vessel fragment 4  

116 405 settlement ceramic bardag 8  

117 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

118 405 settlement ceramic handle 1a  

119 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

120 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

121 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 1a  

122 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

123 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

124 405 settlement ceramic handle 2  

125 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

126 405 settlement ceramic handle 2  

127 405 settlement obsidian cutting tool 2  

128 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

129 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

130 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

131 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  



 

  

132 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

133 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2   

134 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 2  

135 405 settlement ceramic spindle whorl 2  

136 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

137 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

138 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

139 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

140 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

141 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

142 405 settlement ceramic lid 9  

143 405 settlement metal artefact 9  

144 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

145 405 settlement ceramic platter 9  

146 405 settlement metal artefact 9  

147 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

148 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

149 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

150 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

151 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment  9  

152 405 settlement ceramic lid 9  

153 405 settlement stone  artefact 9  

154 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

155 405 settlement ceramic lid 9  

156 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

157 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

158 405 settlement ceramic lid 10 glued 

159 405 settlement ceramic lid 10  

160 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 10  

161 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 10  

162 405 settlement ceramic ladle 10  

163 405 settlement glass bracelet 10  

164 405 settlement glass bracelet 10  

165 405 settlement metal alloy 10  

166 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

167 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8  

168 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

169 405 settlement ceramic dopu 9  

170 405 settlement ceramic lid 9  

171 405 settlement glass bracelet 9  

172 405 settlement glass bracelet 9  

173 405 settlement obsidian cutting tool 9  

174 405 settlement ceramic jar 10  

175 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 10  

176 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5 pit 



 

  

177 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

178 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

179 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

180 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

181 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5 pit 1 

182 405 settlement metal artefact 5 pit 5 

183 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

184 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

185 405 settlement ceramic handle 9-10 pit 6 

186 405 settlement glass bracelet 12  

187 405 settlement glass bracelet 12  

188 405 settlement glass bracelet 12  

189 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 5  

190 405 settlement ceramic toy 12  

191 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 10 pit 8 

192 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 10  

193 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 10  

194 405 settlement ceramic handle 10  

195 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 10  

196 405 settlement ceramic jar 11  

197 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 11  

198 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 11  

199 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 11  

200 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 11  

201 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

202 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

203 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

204 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

205 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

206 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

207 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

208 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

209 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

210 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

211 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

212 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

213 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

214 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

215 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

216 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

217 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

218 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

219 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 12  

220 405 settlement ceramic lid 9 pit 5 

221 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  



 

  

222 405 settlement stone  artefact 9  

223 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 9  

224 405 settlement ceramic salt-cellar 9  

225 405 settlement ceramic platter 9  

226 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 13a  

227 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 13a  

228 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 13a  

229 405 settlement ceramic handle 14  

230 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 14  

231 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 14  

232 405 settlement ceramic bowl 14  

233 405 settlement metal artefact 14  

234 405 settlement bone spindle whorl 13 pit 1 

235 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 13  

236 405 settlement ceramic handle 13  

237 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 13  

238 405 settlement ceramic handle 15  

239 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 15  

240 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

241 405 settlement ceramic platter 15  

242 405 settlement ceramic tendir 15  

243 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

244 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

245 405 settlement ceramic lid 15  

246 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

247 405 settlement metal artefact 15  

248 405 settlement metal artefact 13  

249 405 settlement glass bracelet 14  

250 405 settlement metal artefact 14  

251 405 settlement glass bead 15  

252 405 settlement glass bracelet 15  

253 405 settlement glass bracelet 13a  

254 405 settlement stone  artefact 13a  

255 405 settlement ceramic jug 13a  

256 405 settlement ceramic jar 13a  

257 405 settlement ceramic jar 13a  

258 405 settlement ceramic jar 13a pit 

259 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 14 pit 

260 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 14  

261 405 settlement ceramic lid 14  

262 405 settlement ceramic lid 14  

263 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 14  

264 405 settlement ceramic lid 14  

265 405 settlement metal artefact 16  

266 405 settlement ceramic lid 16  



 

  

267 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

268 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

269 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

270 405 settlement ceramic jug 16  

271 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

272 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

273 405 settlement ceramic handle 15  

274 405 settlement ceramic bardag 15  

275 405 settlement ceramic lid 15  

276 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

277 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

278 405 settlement ceramic dopu 14 complete 

279 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

280 405 settlement ceramic jar 15  

281 405 settlement ceramic lid 15  

282 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

283 405 settlement ceramic bardag 15  

284 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

285 405 settlement ceramic bardag 16  

286 405 settlement ceramic platter 16  

287 405 settlement ceramic jug 16  

288 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

289 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

290 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 16  

291 405 settlement ceramic artefact 16  

292 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

293 405 settlement ceramic bracelet 14  

294 405 settlement ceramic bracelet 16  

295 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 13a  

296 405 settlement ceramic lid 15  

297 405 settlement ceramic jar 15  

298 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 15  

299 405 settlement ceramic handle 16  

300 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

301 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

302 405 settlement stone  artefact 16  

303 405 settlement ceramic bardag 3 excavation site II 

304 405 settlement ceramic jug 2 excavation site II 

305 405 settlement glass bracelet 6 pit 1 

306 405 settlement metal artefact 6  

307 405 settlement glass bracelet 6 pit 2 

308 405 settlement ceramic lid 16 storage pit 1 

309 405 settlement ceramic lid 16  

310 405 settlement ceramic jug 16  

311 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  



 

  

312 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

313 405 settlement ceramic dopu 16  

314 405 settlement ceramic dopu 16  

315 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

316 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 16  

317 405 settlement ceramic lid 16  

318 405 settlement glass bracelet 3  

319 405 settlement ceramic dopu 14  

320 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 14 not restored 

321 405 settlement glass vessel fragment 3 excavation site III 

322 405 settlement metal artefact 3 tendir 2 

323 405 settlement ceramic lid 14  

324 405 settlement ceramic milk churn 3 excavation site II 

325 405 settlement glass ring 3  

326 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 7  

327 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 15  

328 405 settlement ceramic handle 7  

329 405 settlement ceramic bardag 15  

330 405 settlement ceramic jug 15  

331 405 settlement ceramic lid 15  

332 405 settlement ceramic lid 14  

333 405 settlement ceramic piyala 14  

334 405 settlement ceramic dopu 8  

335 405 settlement ceramic jug 8  

336 405 settlement metal artefact 4 pit 

337 405 settlement ceramic jug 3  

338 405 settlement ceramic bardag 8  

339 405 settlement ceramic salt-cellar 9  

340 405 settlement ceramic jug 7 pit 3 

341 405 settlement metal artefact 7 pit 3 

342 405 settlement ceramic piyala 7  

343 405 settlement metal artefact 11  

344 405 settlement glass bracelet 11  

345 405 settlement ceramic bowl 11  

346 405 settlement ceramic piydan 5 pit 5 

347 405 settlement ceramic lid 5 pit 5 

348 405 settlement ceramic jar 7  

349 405 settlement ceramic lamp 18 excavation site III 

350 405 settlement ceramic lid 17  

351 405 settlement ceramic salt-cellar 19 excavation site III 

352 405 settlement ceramic bowl 19 excavation site III 

353 405 settlement ceramic sarnij 7 excavation site IV 

354 405 settlement glass bracelet 8  

355 405 settlement glass bracelet 8  

356 405 settlement glass stick 10  



 

  

357 405 settlement ceramic jug 10  

358 405 settlement ceramic jug 10  

359 405 settlement ceramic jug 10  

360 405 settlement ceramic lid 17 excavation site III 

361 405 settlement ceramic guvej 17  

362 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 17  

363 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 17  

364 405 settlement ceramic lid 2 5 fragments 

365 405 settlement ceramic handle 2  

366 405 settlement ceramic jug 18 excavation site III 

367 405 settlement ceramic bowl 18  

368 405 settlement ceramic guvej 18 excavation site III 

369 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 18  

370 405 settlement ceramic lid 19  

371 405 settlement ceramic glazed vessel 19  

372 405 settlement metal artefact 18  

373 405 settlement glass bracelet 17  

374 405 settlement ceramic bead 3 excavation site IV 

375 405 settlement ceramic jug 18 excavation site III 

376 405 settlement glass bracelet 18  

377 405 settlement ceramic glazed cup 18  

378 405 settlement metal artefact 18  

379 405 settlement metal bracelet 18  

380 405 settlement metal nail 18  

381 405 settlement ceramic piyala 17  

382 405 settlement ceramic jug 17  

383 405 settlement ceramic jug 17  

384 405 settlement ceramic bardag 18  

385 405 settlement ceramic bowl 18  

386 405 settlement ceramic bardag 18  

387 405 settlement ceramic lid 18  

388 405 settlement ceramic guvej 18  

389 405 settlement ceramic sarnij 18  

390 405 settlement ceramic handle 17  

391 405 settlement metal artefact 17  

392 405 settlement glass bracelet 17  

393 405 settlement glass bracelet 17  

394 405 settlement ceramic piyala 17 excavation site IV 

395 405 settlement glass bracelet 8  

396 405 settlement glass bracelet 8  

397 405 settlement ceramic bardag 17 excavation site III 

398 405 settlement ceramic lid 17  

399 405 settlement ceramic lid 17 3 fragments 

400 405 settlement ceramic lid 17 excavation site III 

401 405 settlement ceramic sarnij 17  



 

  

402 405 settlement ceramic guvej  17  

403 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 17  

404 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 17 3rd spit 

405 405 settlement ceramic bardag 17  

406 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 17  

407 405 settlement ceramic jug 17  

408 405 settlement ceramic dish 17 4th spit 

409 405 settlement ceramic salt-cellar 17  

410 405 settlement ceramic piyala 17 5th spit 

411 405 settlement ceramic dish 17  

412 405 settlement ceramic bardag 18 4th spit 

413 405 settlement glass bracelet 17  

414 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 20 1st spit 

415 405 settlement ceramic handle 20  

416 405 settlement ceramic lid 20  

417 405 settlement glass bracelet 3 pit 

418 405 settlement glass bracelet 18  

419 405 settlement ceramic pot 18  

420 405 settlement ceramic lid 20  

421 405 settlement ceramic jug 20 many fragments 

422 405 settlement metal artefact 20 4th spit 

423 405 settlement ceramic dopu 17 pit 

424 405 settlement ceramic bowl 17  

425 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 17  

426 405 settlement metal nail 17  

427 405 settlement metal artefact 17  

428 405 settlement ceramic lid 17 pit 

429 405 settlement ceramic lid 17  

430 405 settlement ceramic lid 17  

431 405 settlement ceramic bardag 17  

432 405 settlement ceramic guvej  17  

433 405 settlement ceramic sarnij 17  

434 405 settlement glass ring 17 pit 

435 405 settlement ceramic jug 8a 1st spit 

436 405 settlement ceramic jug 8a  

437 405 settlement glass bracelet 8a 3rd spit 

438 405 settlement ceramic salt-cellar 8a  

439 405 settlement ceramic vessel fragment 8a  

440 405 settlement ceramic lid 8 pit 

 


